Prep and Chamber Choirs
Alex Arroyo
Swagatika Dash
Suchi Dash
Marjani Hing-Glover
Hannah Jiam
Nicole Jiam
Jake LeBeau
Rachel LeBeau
Maren Saffell
Lauren Sahakian
Elizabeth Shafer
Becky Saunders
Tricia Saunders
Joanna Yang
Josephine Yang

KinderChoir
Jasmine Chien
Carley Huffman
Alexis Lober
Marissa Rich
Savannah Rossi
Claire Spoelman
Joyce Wen

Sincere Thanks
to all the choristers for their hard work and enthusiasm,
and to all the parents for their dedication and support.
A special Thank You to Linda Saunders for making the
rehearsal tapes and for singing at our concert!

ASU Piano Prep
Summer Choirs Concert
Mary Lou Ocol, conductor
Youmi-Oh, pianist
Friday July 21, 2000 7:30pm
Organ Hall, ASU School of Music
Program

O Music
  soloist, Becky Saunders

Dark Brown is the River
  Snyder

Day Dream
  Alexis Lober

Procession
  Jasmine Chien

Sunburst Waltz
  Alex Arroyo

Melody
  Becky Saunders

Aardvarks on the Ark
  Marsh

Siyahamba
  soloist, Tricia Saunders

Hashivenu
  arr. Rao

Al Shlosha
  soloist, Rachel LeBeau

*** Intermission ***

Cinderella, a musical playlet
  Fallis

Sonatina in G, I. Allegretto
  Tricia Saunders
  Clementi

Prelude in G
  Scriabin
  Scriabin

Prelude in Db
  Joanna Yang

Alphabet Song
  Mozart

A la Nanita
  arr. Eddleman
  soloists, Elizabeth Shafer and Marjani Hing-Glover

Welsh Lullaby
  arr. Harrington
  soloist, Linda Saunders

To a Wild Rose
  Josephine Yang
  MacDowell

Venetian Boat Song
  Marjani Hing-Glover
  Mendelssohn

Chumbara
  arr. Lewis

Blessing
  Bart
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